IS YOUR PUMP WORKING OVERTIME?

Your pumping equipment’s efficiency can decrease as much as 25% before the equipment is replaced, according to a study from the U.S. Department of Energy. And unfortunately, the opportunity to replace or repair your pumping equipment is often overlooked because the inefficiency is not always apparent. A pump test can be a critical component in ensuring equipment is running effectively and efficiently.

WHY TEST?

When a pump is not operating efficiently, it takes more energy than necessary for the pump to perform. By having your pump’s efficiency tested, you can determine if there is a problem with the pump’s condition or if operating conditions have changed, as well as identify problems before a breakdown occurs.

With SRP’s Custom Business Solutions program providing a $500 incentive per pump test, this is a great time to evaluate your pumping system. Assessing your pump’s performance can help you avoid interruptions to your operations, reduce energy costs, establish a proactive maintenance plan and improve overall operating efficiency.

SRP PUMP TEST PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

The Pump Test Preliminary Assessment tests selected pumps to give an initial evaluation of the overall efficiency of your pumping system. This assessment will also provide the estimated energy and cost savings, economic feasibility criteria and potential SRP rebates for recommended efficiency improvements. Testing is conducted by an SRP Qualified Service Provider (QSP) who specializes in pumping systems.

To be eligible, equipment must be for an operational and active pumping system in a non-HVAC application, such as municipal, agricultural or industrial. Additionally, the individual pump must have at least 25 horsepower (hp). For more information, please contact your account manager or call (602) 236-3054.

ELIGIBILITY

To participate in Custom Business Solutions, customers must be served by an SRP retail electric commercial price plan.

Assessments are available for:
- Non-HVAC pumping systems with at least 25 hp, excluding backup

REBATES

You must receive approval of your rebate application before initiating any retrofit project. New construction and end-of-useful replacement projects do not require preapproval, but customers proceed at risk of not receiving a rebate. Please contact the program administrator with any questions. Because each project is different, savings are determined on a per-project basis. This requires that energy use be verified before and after installation to ensure that savings were achieved and you receive the full rebate.

Equipment rebates
- $0.08 per kilowatt-hour for the first year of electricity savings plus $300 per average peak kW saved, up to 75% of the incremental custom cost

Assessments (paid directly to QSP)
- Up to $500 per pump, with a maximum of $3,000
- Up to $3,000 for a preliminary assessment
- 50% of the technical assessment cost, up to $15,000
- Remaining 50% of the technical assessment cost (up to an additional $15,000) paid to the customer with the final rebate payment if suggested improvements are made (subject to overall 75% incremental cost cap)

Customers are subject to a maximum rebate of $450,000 from May 1 through April 30 for all SRP programs, with a cap of $300,000 for energy efficiency programs and a $150,000* cap for Business EV chargers and Electrification rebates combined.

*Electrification rebates are capped at $50,000. Business EV equipment rebates are limited to a maximum of 75 Level 2 charging station rebates and three DC fast charging station rebates.
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

If you are interested in rebates for retrofit equipment, please skip to step 5. If you are interested in rebates for new construction or end-of-useful life replacement equipment, please skip to step 7.

1. Complete and submit a preliminary assessment application.
2. SRP’s QSP will conduct the preliminary assessment.
3. Complete and submit a technical assessment application after reviewing the preliminary report.
4. The QSP will conduct the technical assessment.
5. Complete and submit an equipment rebate application.
6. Before purchasing, ordering or installing equipment, obtain written preapproval from SRP.
7. Purchase and install the approved equipment.
8. Complete and submit final rebate application, including invoices, specification sheets and commissioning information.

Applications and other forms are available at savewithsrpbiz.com or by contacting the program administrator. Rebate funds are limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis. For more information or to check the availability of funds, go to the program website or contact the program administrator at (602) 236-3054.

SRP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

SRP is committed to helping you save energy and money. We offer a rebate or incentive program for every size and type of business.

- Standard Business
- Custom Business
- Small Business
- New Construction
- Retrocommissioning
- Electrification
- Business EV
- Multifamily
- Demand Response

Find out which rebate programs are for you: savewithsrpbiz.com/rebates
Program administrator, (602) 236-3054